
The Alpha King’s Daughter Chapter 15 

After Papa offered me the locket, I pulled away back to my room. 

Viktor tried to conceal it, but I saw his eyes flicker to the golden jewelry hanging from my 
neck. 

Something blinked in his obsidian gaze. 

Recognition? Caution? Shock? 

I wasn’t certain what the feeling was, but I was virtually positive that Viktor had seen this 
necklace prior to. I asked yourself just how familiar he was with this piece of jewelry. Did 
he recognize it’s full possibility? 

A lot of the Royal families began to show up today, yet were needed to remain in the 
nearest resort. 

While many were unhappy with this truth, none would certainly attempt freely disobey 
my Dad. 

Erik and his family would get here tomorrow, the day of my birthday. 

My belly turned into knots at the thought of Erik getting here. 

Since I was a child, everyone was sure Erik and also I would be mates. I made use of to 
assume the same, now I had not been so sure. 

Exactly how could I be Erik’s companion when my infatuation with Viktor existed? 
Would certainly it amazingly go away the moment I recognized Erik was my 
companion? 

My head was swimming with inquiries as well as doubts. The something I intended to 
sooth the storm within me was Viktor. 

Just like my previous birthday celebrations, Shannon and Caroline remained the 
evening in my room collection. 

Viktor had no choice yet to participate in, enjoying ever so silently. I was all as well 
aware when it concerned Viktor’s visibility. 

” Are you delighted to see Erik once again?” Caroline screeched, layering the rose pink 
nail polish on her toes. 

I shrugged, both eagerly anticipating it as well as swimming in unwillingness. “I suppose 
so.” 



” I heard that he’s super warm since he’s ended up being Alpha.” Caroline laughed, as 
well as Shannon drank her head. 

Shannon trembled her head. She was painting her very own toe nails a beautiful shade 
of yellow. 

Caroline shrugged, “I get around.” 

Shannon as well as I giggled at her comment, triggering Caroline to gape at us. 

” I never ever recognized that concerning you.” Shannon giggled, and also I joined in. 

Caroline’s face turned red, “I didn’t suggest like that!” 

That was how we spent most of the night. At one factor, one of the slaves raised a cart 
full of ice cream and garnishes. 

” I have a message to give you from the Alpha King.” The servant smiled as she set the 
cart versus the far wall surface. 

Caroline and also Shannon right away went to the gelato, “Lay it on me.” I grinned back. 

” He desired me to inform you not to stay up far too late. The stylists will certainly be 
right here in the early morning.” She smiled as well as left the room. 

” You could’ve simply mind-linked me, y’ recognize.” I laughed. 

I could feel my Father’s giggling on the other end, “I didn’t wish to trouble you, so I 
figured I would certainly send my message with some gelato.” 

” Caroline as well as Shannon got your message loud as well as clear.” I giggled and 
ended the mind-link. 

The 3 people went to sleep quite very early that night, only stiring up by the line of gab 
of a knock on my door. 

Caroline’s drowsy head appeared from the couch, while Shannon groaned and sat up 
from the bed. 

” Resembles the stylists are below.” I sighed sleepily. 

A different knock appeared from the door that connected mine and also Viktor’s space. 
My heart jumped and I steadied my voice as I called out, “Be available in!” 

Viktor glided into the space looking as amazing as ever before. 



My breath once again captured in my throat as I considered my delightfully handsome 
body guard. 

He was putting on a pure black fit together with a black tie. The only pop of shade on 
him was the thin gold red stripes on his black tie, his porcelain skin and also his tousled 
dark chocolate hair. The all black look matched him perfectly. An immaculate mix of 
god-like looks and also the fatal mood that originated from him. 

” He’s looking as incredible as ever before.” Aela almost swooned. 

I trembled my head, “He is, however chances are we’ll be locating our friend today.” 

I flopped out of bed and treked to the bedroom door, letting the parade of stylists in. 

Father was always kind adequate to consist of Caroline and also Shannon when it came 
to obtaining dressed up for gala’s as well as celebrations. 

” Happy Birthday, Arabella.” My Dad’s entertained voice swamped via my mind. 

” Many thanks, Dad.” I laughed. 

” Don’t keep the stylists waiting as well long.” His voice rolled with giggling. 

I rolled my eyes, “Of course not.” 

Viktor stood off to the side, his obsidian eyes glued to me, as I required Shannon up as 
well as off the bed. Caroline was easy to awaken. She took one check out the stylists 
and jumped from the couch. 

” Princess Arabella.” A slim red head grinned pleasantly at me. Her brownish eyes 
flickered in between me as well as my friends as well as I seemed like I was being 
observed under a microscope. 

I smiled back at the woman, “Good morning, miss. What took place to Renee?” 

Renee led her own team of stylists and had a tendency to me and my friends for several 
years. 

The lady with the flaming locks offered me an understanding smile, “She had to check 
out some household last min. Renee set me to the task herself. 

I grinned back at Anastasia. If Renee counts on her, then so do I. 

” Blaze a trail, Anastasia.” I grinned. 



Anastasia took no time sending her group establishing around the area. Weird looking 
recliners were brought in addition to totes of products. 

” The 3 of you, jump in the shower. We’ll be looking on your skin and also nails, then do 
with your hair and makeup.” Anastasia gave us a smile, and also turned to help her 
team established. 

” I obtained you guys covered.” I chuckled, digging via among my cabinets up until I 
located 3 swimwear’s. I additionally ordered 3 sets of shorts as well as tee shirts for 
when we had actually finished. 

While nakedness was something Lycan’s were utilized to, it was once again different for 
aristocracy. 

It was thought about disrespectful to search a Royal after they had actually changed 
back into human kind. It was an additional kind of submitting and revealing your respect. 

The 3 people went into the washroom and also turned our backs on eachother as we 
became the bathing suits. 

I unclasped the pendant from around me, frowning when the strange buzzing feeling left 
my skin. 

I tucked the necklace deep in among the shower room cabinets. 

We all jumped into the steaming shower and also I laughed as Caroline and also 
Shannon marveled at it’s dimension. 

” I might fit my whole family in right here.” Shannon trembled her head, her wet swirls 
bouncing with the activity. 

Caroline snickered, “I would have so much shower sex.” 

I grimaced at my friend and also phony gagged, making an entertained gasp from her. 

” You can’t tell me you have not thought of it.” Caroline rolled her eyes as she rinsed the 
hair shampoo from her blonde hair. 

I drank my head, “I in fact haven’t. You understand I can’t just do what I want with 
people.” 

Shannon trembled her head, “Some of us below are innocent, Caroline”, Shannon 
teased. 



Caroline rolled her eyes, a smile playing on her thin lips. “I do not see why you can not 
do what you desire. All that conserve on your own for your mate stuff is bullshit if you 
ask me.” 

” It’s more of a Royal thing than anything else”, I shrugged. “No snobby Alpha is mosting 
likely to desire a friend who isn’t a virgin.” 

” From what I listen to, some of them snobby Alpha’s already desire you.” Shannon 
smirked, her honeycomb eyes bright with unspoken expertise. 

I shook my head, “Best of good luck to them.” 

We jumped out of the shower as well as dried out off the very best we could. I slipped 
my necklace back on as well as discovered Caroline’s interested look. 

” Ooh, what’s that?” Caroline’s blue eyes mapped over the golden jewelry that adorned 
my neck. 

I shrugged, “Just a birthday celebration present from Daddy.” 

While I wished to spill what he had informed me, his words still played in my head. An 
ominous warning. 

If the locket was genuinely a weapon, there would certainly be lots of Lycan’s that would 
certainly like to obtain their hands on it. 

Shannon’s gold eyes flickered from the pendant to my face. I could see her literally 
attack back words that endangered to pass her lips. No doubt she would certainly state 
something she shouldn’t have understood. 

” She definitely knows something concerning our locket.” Aela trembled her head. 

I shrugged, “Can you actually be shocked?” 

Shannon gave the necklace one last fatigued glance, and the 3 people reversed around 
to slip on the shorts as well as t-shirts. 

I almost banged into Viktor as we left the bathroom. He was standing only a few feet 
before the shower room door, his hand increased as though he were going to knock. 

My intestine turned in my belly as I stood only a few inches away. 

His obsidian eyes shed holes into my very own, and also my fingers jerked as need to 
touch him ran through me. His black mask combined in completely with his dark suit. 



” Whatever is fine, Viktor.” I murmured, stepping aside when the urge to touch him 
ended up being too frustrating. 

Anastasia was quick to guide me, Caroline as well as Shannon to the three weird 
looking reclining chairs that sat in my bed room suite. 

The three of us laid back in the recliners and let the stylists get to work. 

They began by placing a slimed face mask on us, while one more group set to service 
our nails. 

” Caring this dusty climbed color.” Caroline smiled, eying me gratefully. 

I smiled back, “See, no off-white.” I laughed. 

” Dusty increased.” Shannon jeered, a smile on her face. “Mine are gold, and also I 
already know I’m gon na love my dress.” 

I chuckled and leaned back, glancing down at my very own nails. They were a lovely 
shade of emerald environment-friendly, accented with little gold swirls as well as styles. 

” Currently back to what I was stating last night”, Caroline began and also I sighed. 
“What are you gon na do if Erik is your friend?” 

I shrugged, not wishing to have this conversation with Viktor in the room. His stare was 
stronger than ever, and it really felt wrong speaking about such points. 

” I don’t really have any kind of choices.” I sighed. 

Shannon shrugged, “I don’t believe Erik’s your mate.” 

” What does your unusual psychic sense tell you?” Caroline laughed, and also my 
tummy tightened up. 

Shannon drank her head, “No, ma’am. My mouth gets me in trouble enough. That’s not 
my organization to be butting know.” 

While I was grateful Shannon kept her understanding to herself, I truly did want to know 
what she assumed. 

Caroline carried the majority of the discussion for the remainder of the early morning. 
We only quit to talk when one of the servants brought a cart of fresh fruit and finger food 
in the bed room. 

The stylists set to work with our hair while we chatted as well as ate a light lunch. 



I appreciated the minimalistic approach when it concerned my hair. The stylist was more 
than happy to obtain my tips, and I was overjoyed with the result. My raven hair fell in 
long waves down my back. The stylist had taken the two front items and twisted them 
behind my head. The stylist then linked those 2 pieces with an elaborate hair pin. 

The pin was gold and also looked like thin branches, much like the chain on my 
pendant. 

The makeup was constantly the hardest part for me. Sitting still for that lengthy while a 
cosy brush pleased my nose was the equivalent of torment. 

I must’ve twitched, giggled, as well as sneezed at the very least a loads times. 

When whatever was ended up, it was well into the afternoon. Our outfits were brought 
in, covered by lengthy garment bags. 

” Whatever occurring?” My Daddy’s voice ran through my head. 

” Sure is. Were everything about to place our outfits on now.” I replied. 

I might practically listen to babble behind-the-scenes, as if Papa was speaking with a 
person. “Good, good. Concern the dining hall in an hour as well as you’ll be escorted to 
the ballroom.” 

“Obviously.” I responded, currently recognizing the drill. 

The ballroom was basically another wing of the manor. It was usually enclosed when it 
had not been being used. The rest of the residence was enclosed from the visitors and 
other royals. 

I finished the mind-link and was shocked when an additional flooded via my mind. 

“Pleased Birthday, Arabella. There are numerous things to eagerly anticipate today. It 
will certainly be an evening for background.” My Uncle’s voice called out in my head as 
well as I laughed at his words. 

“Thanks, Uncle.” I replied, finishing the mind-link. 

 


